
Lord of the Flies –Notes Chapters 1-3           

 

Topic  Insights and questions          Evidence quotes/ pg #s    

 

Piggy   

 minor character-  major importance 

 Outcast Marginalized-  Why??       “eyes”   

 No Christian name- universal type?  Maybe a symbol    pg. 9 

 Brains/ rationality being the leader background knowledge   Will Piggy be the “grown-up”  ? 

 Confidant to Ralph- they need each other? 

 Afraid of the island-  feels trapped      “Aren’t there any grown-ups?” (6). 

 Associates divination with family, grown ups 

 Insecure, vulnerable, innocent?      “startled” (6), “pain[ed]”expressions, syntax is questions 

 Push over, rule follower, protected by rules 

 Adults as security    “grown –ups” 4 times on page 6 

 Brings up aunt/adults, craves that attention    “auntie” (7, 8,) 

 Connection between Piggy and pigs on island?        

 Will Piggy serve as scapegoat for violence? 

 Will Piggy and Ralph work together?  

 

Ralph 

 

 Leader based on attractiveness-confidence 

 Fair, athletic, golden, handsome 

 Innocent 

 ambitious 

 Calm rational style of leadership 

  Reluctant leader?-  is he an anti-hero? 

 shelter and protection important; priorities, self-sufficient 

 believes in possibility of rescue – still believes  

in romantic ideal of community and heroism     

 Freedom =responsibility        

 Maternal or paternal? 

 Fire connection?  A play on Prometheus? 

 Not reliable or convincing yet 



 Flaws: judgmental, unreliable 

 Hopeful or oblivious?         

 

Setting 

 

 Eden? (fruit)  Setting personified- Eden is “scarred” by humans; temptations;  

 pinks – color of babies, sunset (new life) 

 Is setting an antagonist? 

 Jungle, beach, mountain- significance of these topographies? 

 Provides for the characters 

 A new community with roles for members 

 Microcosm-  small society within a macrocosm – large society 

 Journey of Ralph, Jack and Simon-  Quest?= 3 milestones 

o Arduous climb-collaborate on  task =roll a rock 

o  Highest point Ralph- “This belongs to us.”  

o Descent-  the piglet-  Jack’s 2nd humiliation 

 

 Islands allow for omnipotent view, levels of society (mountain)  

 Rules of civilization don’t apply  

 Pool = harmony; start new life, tides rise and fall – can maintain order; water vital for life 

 Does the point of view contribute to the dis- ease? Anxiety? 

 

Possible symbols so far ?  

 

Conch- 

 Natural item- from the sea-  man trying to tame?  

 conch is nature’s  bugle  

 Communication = totem of civ., equality and division, the right to speak 

 Attempt at democracy- what causes demise ? 

 Provokes 1st struggle- 

 Organization and structure of meetings significant?  

 

Now you add Jack and Simon and any other symbols with notes , questions, and evidence. 
 



 

 

 

 


